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Abstract
Aspects avoid tangled solutions for cross-cutting design concerns. However, there are various reasons why it may be hard
to use an aspect language as a solution, even though developers are faced with cross-cutting design concerns. For instance,
certain limitations of specific aspect composition (or weaving)
mechanisms may hinder the use of aspects or the use is cumbersome. Or because of particular project requirements, such
as used language, performance, or memory limitations, developers are not able to use an aspect language. In such cases,
developers would benefit from better understanding current aspect composition mechanisms to customize existing techniques
or implement (simple) aspect extensions from scratch. For
these purposes, we present a pattern language for structure and
dependency tracing, and then explain different, existing aspect
implementations as sequences through this pattern language.

1 Introduction
This paper addresses possible implementation techniques for
composing (or weaving) aspects. Different composition mechanisms and techniques for aspect-oriented software development (AOSD) [11] are distinct but yet comparable. The distinctive properties in the design of the AOSD implementations
can be largely explained using a pattern language for tracing
software structures and dependencies [24]. The patterns in this
pattern language are often used in reengineering and software
development tools. They provide solutions to find relevant architecture fragments in the source code, trace runtime structures, and inject structure and dependency changes. Note that
we do not address a comparison of aspect language concepts
in this paper, but only implementations of aspect composition
mechanisms (in most cases these implementations are not even
directly visible to the aspect language user).
After describing the pattern language briefly, we will concentrate on different implementations of AOSD composition
mechanisms. These will be explained as sequences through
the pattern language. First, we will explain generative aspect
implementations, as used in popular AOSD extensions such as
AspectJ [10] or HyperJ [20]. Secondly, we discuss dynamic
message interception models, such as XOTcl message interceptors [16] or message interceptors in popular middleware (e.g.
[9, 22]). Thirdly, we discuss a variant in which partial parsing techniques are used for implementing aspects. Finally, we
discuss mixed approaches that introduce, for instance, more
dynamics into generative aspect implementations.
A main motivation for this work is our observation that the
term “aspect” is broader than the AOSD concepts currently
realized with the techniques named above. These primarily
realize extensional (or sometimes called “superimposed”) as-

pects that can be separated in an (object-oriented) language
construct (e.g. a class-like structure like an AspectJ aspect) and
are executed for certain events in the method call flow. However, this kind of aspects is just one possible interpretation of
the term “aspect” in the realm of software engineering. Design disciplines know other interpretations, and there is no reason to believe that other interpretations are less relevant for
the software engineering discipline. For instance, Mørch sees
aspect-orientation as a way to interweave the aspects design,
programming, and use of software [14]. For example, in the
context of reengineering it is often important to be able to separate such aspects or extract them from existing source code.
Existing AOSD languages may help to architecturally separate some parts of these aspects, but such aspects can hardly
be completely untangled. There are many other situations in
which extensional aspects are not providing a complete solution: consider a situation in which an aspect should be added
permanently to a system, as in many reengineering projects.
Solving this problem with an extensional aspect is not an architecturally stable and clean solution, but program transformation is required.
Besides these requirements for conceptual additions to current AOSD concepts, there are also practical problems with
given implementations that are recurring in many projects.
Even though AOSD environments exist for many programming
languages, there are still many language without AOSD support. If the computation environment is limited, as in embedded systems, it can be problematic to use current AOSD systems, as they produce some memory and performance overheads for their language runtime; however, from a conceptual point of view the aspect concept can be used to reduce or
eliminate such overheads. For instance, the small components
project [21] implements a project-specific aspect extension to
avoid the overhead of a language runtime. Sometimes it is simply a business decision that no third-party language extensions
should be used in a project. Some aspect models are already
quite complex languages; for solving simplistic AOSD problems the required learning effort might be too large and writing
a simple project-specific AOSD extension might be less effort.
In cases where existing AOSD extensions do not provide
a suitable solution, developers either have to make additions
or customizations to given implementations or implement their
own (little, project-specific) AOSD extension. In this paper, we
discuss patterns that are actually used for implementing aspect
composition mechanisms in existing aspect languages or extensions. Note that the purpose is not to propose a new aspect
concept, but to explain existing technical solutions, so that developers of new or customized aspect composition implementations can reuse the knowledge of the existing solutions. Of
course, not only aspect language or extension developers benefit from understanding the implementation of aspect composition mechanisms: an aspect language user also requires a clear
understanding of the consequences of the aspect composition

mechanisms.

2 Understanding Structure and Dependency
Tracing: A Pattern Language
Structure and dependency tracing techniques extract some
knowledge from existing source documents of a software system or from the running system. We collectively refer to these
pieces of information as trace information. The kinds of trace
information required for a particular task may vary: for instance, for program transformation we usually require a full
parse tree representation of the program text, whereas building
an call graph requires dynamic interception of specific message flows. In the AOSD context, the goal of trace information
extraction is to find the entities in focus of an aspect.
In Figure 1 a pattern language map is presented. For each individual pattern, we provide a pattern thumbnail with problem
and solution in Table 1 (see [24] for more details).
The pattern language is used in many areas of software engineering. In the field of software maintenance and reengineering, the patterns are used for finding the structures and
relationships in software systems. Typical maintenance and
reengineering tasks that should be supported are code analysis, refactoring, visualization, metrics computation, tracing dependencies, analysis of quality attributes, grouping, integration, and wrapping. Reengineering tools, such as Rigi [15],
support these tasks. Development tools (e.g. IDEs, profilers,
architecture visualizations) also use structure and dependency
tracing techniques. Programming language implementations
and programming language extensions need to find existing
structures and dependencies in the source code when parsing
it. Component gluing and configuration mechanisms provide
some means to compose software components in a customized
way, either statically at compile time (or load time) or dynamically at runtime. At the composition time, the component composition mechanisms requires a knowledge about the (current)
architecture configuration (for instance, to avoid loading required components twice). As aspect-oriented systems have to
interpret and potentially manipulate either the software structures or the method call flow, they are often implemented with
patterns of the pattern language (see next section).

3 Pattern Sequences for Aspect Composition
Mechanisms
In this section, we explain current aspect composition techniques as sequences through the pattern language. As Alexander points out [1] pattern descriptions alone do not really allow
a person to generate a good design, step by step, because they
concentrate on the content of the patterns rather than laying
the emphasis on morphological unfolding. The creative power
lay in the sequences (or orders) in which the steps of applying patterns are to be performed. For a given task, the number
of possible sequences is huge compared with the number of
sequences which work, that is by comparison, tiny. Thus it
is important to document the inherent knowledge in the pattern language in form of sequence examples that have proved
to work in practice. Discussing such pattern sequences for the
technical implementation of aspect composition mechanisms is
the focus of this paper.
For any kind of extensional or superimposed aspect implementation, we first have to find the target entities, then change
their behavior (or structure) according to the aspect definition,
and finally execute the system with the aspect woven into the

respective entities’ implementation. There are many implementation variants for such aspects. In terms of the pattern
language, these have in common that there has to be some way
to extract the relevant pieces of trace information and modify
the system accordingly. With different   variants a language runtime can be built.

3.1 Using Program Generation to Weave Aspects
Currently the most common way to implement aspects are generative environments, such as AspectJ [10], HyperJ [20], D
[13], ComposeJ [23] (a tool for adding composition filters [2]
to Java), or JAC [18]. These follow a similar sequence. For
illustration, we will give some examples from AspectJ. The
other named generative environments use different terms and
apply different transformations, but yet the basic implementation ideas are the same or similar.
The aspects as well as the points where to apply them are
described in an extended language consisting of a set of additional instruction. This aspect language is added to the code
written in the base language. Consider we have a Java class
Point and assert certain properties using AspectJ. As additional statements, AspectJ introduces the aspect statement, as
well as pointcuts (call, target, &&, etc.) and advices (before, after, around):
class Point {...}
aspect PointAssertions {
before(Point p, int x): target(p) && args(x)
&& call(void setX(int)) {
if (x > 100 || x < 0) {
System.out.println("Illegal value for x");
return;
}
}

The required trace information are the additional statements of
the aspect language, the (Java) class and method structure, and
the spots where invocations are sent or received (to handle the
method call structures). A    parses the
program text and creates a parse tree. In AspectJ, the aspect
language parser inherits from a Java parser, as the AspectJ syntax is an extended Java syntax. Note that an aspect language
can potentially have a different syntax than the base language.
In a next step a   injects hooks at the respective
joinpoints (a process also called “inlining”). The aspect language code is replaced by base language primitives (or bytecode instructions of the virtual machine). The result is not
visible to the user. The   inserts hooks into the
existing base language program code. These hooks call their
implementations in this  . The hooks together
with respective implementations are a static form of 
. In the   also other functionality
of the language runtime is implemented (like the join-points).
In AspectJ the   implementation is realized
as an advice; the injected hooks call the before, after, or around
advices. Note that alternatively we could add  
(that for instance can trace variable accesses with operators or
other internal structures of the  ). However, today’s generative aspect languages concentrate on message interception.
At runtime of the woven program, the aspect language runtime is implemented as an   (see Figure 2). AspectJ and the other named generative approaches implement a
static weaving process. This means   cannot be composed at runtime. Some tasks, however, are handled
dynamically by the  . For instance, AspectJ
provides a dynamic join-point model. As a benefit, this allows
pointcuts and advices to retrieve certain   information about the message flow and the current join-point at
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Figure 1. Important relationships of the patterns are represented by labeled arrows
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Problem
Static trace information, as available from the code or other
(formal) source documents, is required. How to extract (and
possibly modify) the information in the source documents?

I-

Trace information can consist of information in source documents, but also of information derived from dynamic invocation data (and data flows). How to gather all relevant
static and dynamic trace information in a unique way?

T

You want to trace one or more specific structures of the runtime system. How to trace runtime structures of an   generically and dynamically?

M
-

An object-oriented   intercepts and
adapts all individual messages that are sent from the application logic to the hidden subsystem. How to gain control
over the message flow in an object-oriented system so that
we can at least trace (and modify) all messages and their
results?
You do not want the trace code to be tangled within the subsystem code. Changes to trace code should be independent
of the sub-system. How to trace (or modify) specific messages for a sub-system transparently?
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I-

Architectural structures of interest include dynamic structures (that can change at runtime) as well as static structures
(that are defined at compile time and do not change at runtime). How to gather and provide such information?

I-

Invocation information are useful for building call graphs
and object-oriented adaptations that rely on message exchanges. How to obtain the invocation information from
inside of an invoked method or a wrapper method?

M
-

How to dynamically compose message traces, modifications, or adaptations at runtime? How to reuse or refine
message traces, modifications, or adaptations?




Sometimes some of the relevant information necessary to
produce trace information are not yet documented or cannot
be expressed with the given implementation language. How
to add some trace information to a system?
A complete parser for the source document’s language does
not exist, it is too expensive, or it has bugs. How to access
the trace information in source documents in a simple and
extensible way?
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Solution
Parse the source language documents to create a parse tree
and provide a tree traversal API. Use this API to build an
application-specific    that offers operations to extract (and modify) the trace information in the
parse tree.
Provide an   between the application
logic and the sub-system that should be traced. The   wraps all accesses to the sub-system, and
provides custom hooks to extract the relevant trace information. I  is a generalization for other
patterns, such as object system layer [7], microkernel [3],
virtual machine [6], interpreter [5], and others.
Provide an interface to dynamically add or remove a 
 for a specific runtime structure of the  . Whenever a specified callback event happens
for the specified runtime structure, a user-defined callback
operation is executed by the  .
Provide a   as a facade to the  . Application layer objects use symbolic (e.g.
string-based) commands to access   objects. The   dispatches these invocations to the respective method and object.
Use a parser for the base language and inject the indirection
hooks directly into the parse tree. Either write a custom
compiler to directly create machine code or byte code, or,
as a simpler alternative, produce a new program in the base
language with the injected indirection hooks.
All messages that are creating or changing structures or dependencies have to pass the  . Offer   for each interesting architectural element. Provide a simple extension API for adding new,
domain-specific  .
Provide access to the  ' callstack by returning the current  , an object (or other
structure) representing the top-level callstack entry. The   contains at least information to identify
the calling and called method, object, and class.
Provide   in the  
that are dynamically composed with the invoked objects and
operations. Before, after, or instead-of specified messages
the   are invoked.
Provide a standard notation for embedding  
in code or formal design documents. In these 
 provide additional architectural knowledge and documentation (e.g. as hierarchical key/value lists).
Provide a simple parser that only understands the very basic syntax of the language. It only parses the specified language’s subset, and ignores all other statements. For nested
statements, the parser can be applied recursively.

Table 1. Patterns for structure and dependency tracing: pattern thumbnails
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Figure 2. The aspect language runtime and advice implementations build an  

In AspectJ the original class implementation can also be extended with so-called introductions. For instance, in the example above it would make sense to have a method for checking
the assertion, but this method requires the self reference of the
current object. Thus it should be a method of the Point class:

In a generative environment such introduction are implemented by injecting hooks into the respective classes.
The sequence for composing aspects generatively (perhaps
together with a language runtime for dynamic tasks) is depicted
in Figure 3. Note that the order of application is important.
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• In the case of a middleware the symbolic invocations are
the remote calls that are sent across the network. On
server-side there is a server request handler and an invoker that demarshal the invocation and dispatch it to the
respective remote object.
In both cases, each invocation to a sub-system can be controlled by the   that is added to the   (see Figure 4). Thus each invocation in the application logic layer is evaluated using the  . The
  maps the called symbolic instruction to a
command in the  . This command implements
the base language instruction (in case of XOTcl, the command,
for instance, implements an XOTcl object or operation).
Application Logic Objects

Indirection Layer
Implementation

Figure 4. I  architecture with a 
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• In the case of a programming language like XOTcl, the
symbolic invocations are strings extracted from the program code. These invocations are indirected to the Tcl
or XOTcl implementation (written in C), or other loaded
components.

Relevant Programming Language
Instruction (Sub-)Set

aspect PointAssertions {
private boolean Point.assertX(int x) {
return (x <= 100 && x >= 0);
}
before(Point p, int x): target(p) && args(x)
&& call(void setX(int)) {
if (!p.assertX) {
...
}

invocations that are indirected to the actual implementations.
A   can dynamically intercept any message
in the message flow, when it is dispatched by a  . In particular:

Message
Redirector

runtime. As a drawback, the dynamic parts of the language
runtime consume additional runtime resources. Limited   are offered for instance via the Java Reflection
API.

get structure
information
at runtime

Figure 3. Generative aspect language with a language
runtime sequence

3.2 Dynamic Implementations based on Message
Redirection
Dynamic   are provided by many different environments; especially by programming languages such
as XOTcl [16] and by middleware environments, such as Orbix [9] or Tao [22] (also described in the interceptor pattern
[19]). A   can easily be implemented on its
own; it just requires an   in which messages
can be dynamically intercepted. Typically a   is used for implementing this layer. It receives symbolic

The idea of applying aspects as dynamic   on top of a (given)   architecture is
quite simple: if we specify all those calls that are in focus of an
aspect as criteria for the  , and let the   execute this   every time
such messages are called, we can implement any aspect that relies on message exchanges. To receive the necessary information for dealing with the information, the  
should be able to obtain the   (e.g. to find out
which method was called on which object) and 
 (to obtain structure information).
In case of Tcl also   for variable slots are supported. That is, we can dynamically observe specified variables, when they are accessed in the  .
For instance, XOTcl code corresponding to the above AspectJ point class example looks as follows:
Class Point
...
Class PointAssertions
PointAssertions instproc assertX x {
if {$x <= 100 && $x >= 0} {return 0}
return 1
}
PointAssertions instproc setX x {
if {[my assertX $x]} {
puts "Illegal value for x"
} else {
next

}
}
Point instmixin PointAssertions

First, the corresponding code for the class and the aspect (here
also implemented as a class) is defined. Then dynamically
one of these classes is registered as an instance mixin for all
points; thus all calls to the method setX are intercepted by the
PointAssertion mixin’s method setX.
In contrast to AspectJ, we do not have to “introduce” the
method assertX on Point, as the mixin shares its object identity with the class it extends. However, in other cases we might
want to change the class structure. In XOTcl at any time a new
method can be defined. We may also dynamically check with
an   that it does not exist yet.
The interceptor pattern [19] is a variant of this implementation scheme, especially suitable for distributed environments,
such as middleware platforms.
The dynamic trace information extraction sequence is depicted in Figure 5. Note that the order of application is important.
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Figure 5. Dynamic trace information extraction sequence

DemeterJ [17] is a variant of the dynamic implementation
technique that does not provide   but uses
traversal strategies and Visitors [5]. A class graph can be traversed as follows:
static final ClassGraph cg = new ClassGraph();
...
cg.traverse(this,
"from Schema via ->TypeDef,attrs,* to Attribute",
new Visitor() {
void before(Attribute host) {
if (host.name.equals("name"))
def.add(host.value);
}
});
...

The cg object is a   that first creates a
(reusable) traversal graph and then the object structure is traversed. At each step in a traversal, the fields and methods of the
current object, as well as methods on the Visitor object, are inspected and invoked by   that are obtained
via Java’s Reflection API.

3.3 Partial Interpretation Aspects
In this section, we discuss an alternative implementation for aspects which we are currently developing within a framework,
called Prowler, which is designed for dynamically extracting
and transforming architecture information from a given program. Consider a situation in which we want to add an aspect
to a system but have to get rid of some overhead produced by
solutions using a   or a    with a  . Such situations can arise when

the runtime impact or (slight) memory overhead of redirections
or hooks is a problem. Or simply adding hooks or intercepting
calls may be not enough, but more sophisticated transformations are required. Perhaps modifications should be added permanently and not as extensions. These situations are typical in
a reengineering context.
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Figure 6. Aspects in architecture analysis or transformation with a  
As a solution, we could use a    for statically finding these information, but then possibly we would
have to write a full parser for the language and this solutions
cannot be used for extracting trace information from the running program. Extracting trace information using a 
 can (in some cases) cause a significant performance
impact and would require us to execute the system (often not
suitable in a reengineering context).
P  is another alternative for  
extraction (see Figure 6). As its input it reads a program with
tangled aspects. It must be possible that these tangled aspects
automatically can be found, say, because they are annotated in
a comment. How to find these tangled aspects in the program
text is specified in an extraction command set.

A   addresses the problem that a complete
parser for the source document’s language does not exist or
cannot (easily) be used. Often only a few language elements
are interesting to create a certain architectural view, all others
can be ignored. However, these spots are scattered across the
whole source code. The output of the   can be
either interpreted programmatically or by a   .
The idea is to use a simplistic parser that only understands
the very basic syntax of the language. It is enough, if it is
able to find the beginning and the end of a statement and can
read the statements one after another. In a  
we evaluate the statements and compare them to the extraction
command set. If a command matches a statement, the command
is invoked, and it extracts the required trace information from
the statement (containing parts of the tangled aspect).
Note that the   is not used for message interception in the program code but to implement the 
. The  ' commands’ actions are called
only if the corresponding statement occurs in the program text.
All statements that are not enlisted as commands in the   are ignored. The commands’ actions are used
to build up the relevant trace information.

3.4 Sequence Categories and Mixed Approaches
The sequences through the pattern language, as discussed in
the previous sections, can be categorized regarding different
criteria:
• the main trace information extraction pattern used: 
 ,  , or  ;

• aspects can be registered dynamically or are (statically)
woven for the whole system;
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• aspects support architecture modification or not.
The presented examples can rather cleanly be grouped into
these categories. However, there are also some mixed implementation approaches.
For instance, the partial interpretation implementation, discussed in the previous section, primarily uses a  
that may feed a   , if the output of the
  is still complex. However, we can also easily
redirect the results of the   to a  , say, by registering   for the respective
commands or by redefining their definitions. Thus we build a
  that creates a dynamic structure.
Another important variant are approaches that integrate benefits of the dynamic aspect composition into generative environments. For instance, the solution in [12] is a generative aspect model; however, it allows for activating and deactivating
aspects at runtime, which is done via a central registry for aspects. This registry serves as a central   for
which every class is registered that contains a superimpose
statement. A   injects hooks into each method of
these classes. The hooks call the registry in case of a method
dispatch, enter, or exit event. If an corresponding   is registered as an advice, it is called by the
registry before the original call.
Sometimes it makes sense to apply different aspect interpretations together. For instance, AJDC (AspectJ Design Checker)
[8] is an extension of AspectJ that uses TyRuBa [4] as a logic
meta-programming engine for finding errors and problems in
AspectJ code. AJDC generates facts and rules out of the parse
tree to be compiled and provides some rules for retrieving trace
information like subclass relationships. Then TyRuBa is used
to interpret this output. There are three additional commands
understood by AJDC to define errors and problems in AspectJ
code, and within them the TyRuBa syntax is embedded as a
pointcut language.
The small components project [21] implements a projectsspecific aspect composition mechanism (among other things),
solely using generative techniques. The goal is to avoid overheads of an aspect language runtime in embedded systems.

4 Conclusion
We have described current AOSD implementation approaches
using a pattern language for structure and dependency tracing.
In this realm we believe the patterns capture the major implementation variants. We have only implicitly discussed the
forces and consequences of the patterns. These mainly lead to
the choice of appropriate patterns and pattern variants. Central, domain-specific issues like performance, flexibility, memory usage, program length, program complexity, etc. are highly
different in different solution. Pattern language sequences were
used to illustrate the existing solutions. The sequences should
help developers to better understand existing AOSD language
implementation choices. This understanding should enable developers to use, customize, or implement AOSD composition
mechanisms.
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